
Making an interior 
To make an internal area, go to the ‘File’ menu, select ‘Create new area’ and this time when the New Area 

Wizard appears, select ‘Interior (tiles)’. Give the area a suitable story-linked name (Area Tag) and then select 

the size – tiny or small will be enough until the art of placing tiles has been mastered! 

 

 

 

You may need to roll the 

mouse wheel to zoom out 

and see the area grid. 



 You create the area by adding floor and wall tiles to create rooms, doorways and passageways. Keep it small 

and fairly simple to start with – it’s a bit fiddly to do! Select the Tiles tab and experiment with placing different 

sorts of tiles to build rooms linked by doorways. I prefer using the tiles without corners – I find the columns 

get in the way! If a wall or door is on the wrong side of a tile, right click until it orientates itself the way you 

would like, then click in place. Don’t add a roof at this stage – it makes it impossible to add anything to the 

rooms. Link to another area using the instructions in ‘Transitions’. 

 

 

 

The coloured ‘Hook Points’ 

can be hidden using the 

Show/Hide menu top left 

 

Adding tiles from 

the Illefarn Tileset, 

including a staircase 

leading to a door 

 



Troubleshooting with interiors 
Blank black interior areas when newly created: your settings might have been changed - click the View menu 

and select Options, then click the Graphics tab on the left, and find the line which says 'DisplayOcclusionGrid' 

on the right - if it is set to False, change it to True and it should solve your problem. You may also have to use 

the mouse wheel to zoom out in order to see the grid properly. 

No-go areas in interior settings: big placeables like bookcases might block off tiles to the player - if that's the 

case, go to the placeable's properties and check whether Dynamic Collisions is set to True. If it is, that will stop 

the player walking through it, so reset it to False. Similarly there's a Walkable property, which could also block 

the player if it was set to False. 

 


